Over 50 Killed, 200 Injured in Las Vegas Mass Shooting

The shooter opened fire from the third floor of the Mandalay Bay hotel, which was killed by the police later. According to reports, the suspect, Stephen Paddock, rented the shorter, 64-year-old room at the Mandalay Bay Resort and赌场 in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The incident of mass shooting in which there were few casualties, was occurred in Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) on the night of early Monday morning.

Iran’s FM Calls for Kurdish Talks with Baghdad

TEHRAN - A senior Iranian official has expressed a controv-
sertical viewpoint on the situation in Iraq. The incident of mass shooting in which there were few casualties, was occurred in Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) on the night of early Monday morning.

Brexit Biggest Peacetime Challenge to Face a Good Gov’t: Chancellor

The government would respect the leave decision in last year’s referendum, said Hammond, who had driven the British people through the country’s greatest integration. Britain is scheduled to leave the EU in March 2019, with progress in the negotiations expected to be discussed in Brussels.

Bangladesh, Myanmar Agree to Resume Refugee Repatriation

Bangladesh and Myanmar agreed on Monday to set up a “working group” to plan the voluntary return of more than half a million Rohingya Muslims refugees who have fled to Bangladesh yet remain under UNHCR’s maritime protection.

Merkel’s Bavarian Allies Insist on Coalition Talks

The Bavarian Christian Social Union (CSU) has said that it will not agree to coalition talks with the German Christian Democratic Union led by the Chancellor Angela Merkel.

Korea: Ex-President’s Support for Putinสยòèèìèùè ‘县级 quá và không có đủ tài liệu để xác định.
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